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About This Content

Backstory

Gemini star system is a former colony of the gigantic Earth Empire. 23 years ago the rule of the Gemini Colonial Directorate
was challenged by the Gemini League; a group of young revolutionaries whose only goal was a unified, but more importantly

free and independent Gemini. The League grew quickly and it wasn't long before the entire system was enflamed by the war for
independence which was slowly, but surely leading to the defeat of the Directorate. The war ended abruptly however with the

Starpoint incident which effectively sealed off the entire system from the Empire. The original ideas of the League were
quickly lost and in almost no time, new players emerged on the scene: the Korkyran Triumvirate, the Baeldor Republic and the

Nyxian Consortium.

Countless spatial anomalies, which were a side effect of the incident, ripped many ships from the standard flow of time, only to
bring some of them back over the course of those 23 years. Scientists however didn't just stand still all that time, but they

diligently devised a way to find and pull back the stranded "Revenants" to normal space-time. You are one of these revenants
who came back to find their entire world and all they believed in and fought for, has changed beyond recognition. You must
find your way and place in this new Gemini which has fallen into chaos and disarray and relight old fires to finish what was

started 23 years ago.

Features:
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Play through the 30 storyline missions of the original Starpoint Gemini, re-envisioned as free DLC for Starpoint Gemini
2!
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Title: Starpoint Gemini 2: Origins
Genre: Action, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Little Green Men Games
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual core or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 compliant graphics card with 512MB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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Out of all of Popcap's dumb time-wasters, Zuma is probably the most fun, don't ask me why. Zuma's Revenge upgrades the
lights and sounds, and though I don't think it has quite as many actual boards as the original, it makes up for that with extra
modes like boss battles and challenges. A great way to get yourself to go, "Wait, why is it 10 PM already?". It had its day, but
the game is very buggy.. This game is one of the most amazing battle royales i have played. You can run about with a giant war
axe and Duel weald Mac 10s sideways with a dude beatboxing behind you. My Only complaint is where is the Helicopter i saw
in the trailer?. If you like puzzle games, you should play Gyromancer. Period.. I was super hyped for this game.

the game is still in development so do expect to run by a few bugs here and there

but the creator is so helpful and works extra hard to gather all the info and fix it as soon as possible that I don't really worry - I
know this is a temporary problem and a matter of time before it will be ready.

MY RATING :

graphic 10/10

music and sound 10/10

gameplay - It would be helpful to have a working tutorial before you start playing...

a̶l̶s̶o̶ f̶o̶u̶n̶d̶ ̶a̶ ̶b̶u̶g̶ ̶-̶ ̶v̶i̶l̶l̶a̶g̶e̶r̶s̶ ̶o̶n̶ ̶i̶d̶l̶e̶ ̶a̶n̶d̶ ̶r̶e̶f̶u̶s̶e̶ ̶t̶o̶ ̶w̶o̶r̶k̶/̶b̶u̶i̶l̶d̶.̶.̶.̶.̶ ̶s̶o̶ ̶f̶o̶r̶ ̶n̶o̶w̶ ̶5̶/̶1̶0̶
EDIT - MOST OF THE BUGS REPORTED ARE GONE
GREAT WORK !

gameplay - 10/10

GREAT GAME (:

waiting for more future updates.. BEST ABOUT IT: Saving little blockmen from the harsh jungle with your never to be
endorsed by LEGO military modeled LEGO-like helicoptor.

WORST ABOUT IT: Some jerky controls at some parts in the caves when the camera zooms.

GAMEPLAY: Simple but fun gameplay that has you hovering your chosen helicopter (of 3: small cayuse, medium huey, large
chinook) with combinations of the left and right arrow keys while you aim and shoot your chosen weapon (of 3: machine gun,
minigun, or rocket) with the mouse.

CONTROLS: Very intuitive and tight except for a few parts.

STORY: You need to aiflift a certain number of POWs or cargo back to your base in the fastest time you can.

DIFFICULTY: Easy

GRAPHICS: Simple but charming, minecraft style.

PERFORMANCE: Great, not demanding on hardware.

SOUND: Music and effects are sparse and simple, fits the theme, nothing notable or great.
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REPLAYABILITY: Some to get a fast enough time on each level to earn a gold medal and to find all of the dog tags. Took me
10 hours before I found Rambo.

SIMILAR TO: Choplifter, Solar Jetman

RECOMMENDED PURCHASE PRICE: <$4 Worth full price

TITLE: Dustoff Heli Rescue
DEVELOPER: Invictus Games Ltd.
RELEASED: 2015
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Really fun to challenge yourself to try to land jets here. It's such a blast! Definitely worth the money!. A small dip into this game
makes you aware that this is more than what it says on the tin.

Almost every aspect of this game seems to have been given serious and careful thought.
Down from the sounds of the environment to the visuals and character stories (yes they exist here).
Very well rounded crafting, farming and selling system revolving around the seasons and player levels.

You gain a significant sense of community if you choose to interact with the villagers and help them out.
With all those positive said lets look at what could possibly be improved.

These mostly refer to end-game as this game's pace is judged by how you play and therefore you don't miss out on events as
they will pop-up when you start working towards them.

Map size? Possible the bus service takes you to more than just Calico Desert.
Farm size? Possibly allowing the player to expand the farm as things can get cluttered.
The RNG achievements. These should not be as grindy as they are, for people who want to have a perfect
farm\/collection\/friendship points, should be allowed to without having to fish for days on end or hoe-ing at the artifact worms
like a madman until all sanity is lost. And Praire King should just be left alone and treated as a separate game altogether.

Otherwise there is not much else that can be improved upon. There are bottle necks with resources if playing with friends, but i
find these are necessary as you should have to work hard to get a big, profitable farm going.

An easy 10\/10, would recommend for single and multiplayer. GG ConcernedApe who single-handedly made the game over
years.
. Played a few rounds, this is what i think:

Good:
+ Pixel effects in the game and menu are top notch (the railgunlove omfg)
+ Screenshake is well adjustet
+ Pixel art rocks
+ Super fancy Characters
~ Controls are fine, best you can do with the twinstick shooter premise (too bad the triggers of current gen gamepads are not the
best for shooting fast and R1 is an uncomfy button)

Bad:
- The main Theme track is somewhat bad compared to the art
- You cant skip pickups, i guess this was a design decision to keep the controls super tight (shoot & slash)
- You dont see which weapon is inside a box and those boxes are spawning pretty often
- so it almost feels like you are suffering random gun changes
- slash is pretty useless, i thought it can at least block projectiles

- The MAIN PROBLEM, the modes:
EDIT: has been fixed with the addition of the "timed mode", so the main problem refers only to the deathmatch\/elemination
modes

 The game modes are the same as Towerfall, which suck in my opinion, here is why:
 - rounds last about 8-10s (for new players)
 - therefore pickups cannot really be appreciated
 - if you are dead YOU HAVE TO WAIT (10-4s)
 - if the round is over you see the score, YOU HAVE TO WAIT (2-4s +1s loading)
 - if the round starts, YOU HAVE TO WAIT (1s+3s), 1s+1s would be more than enough
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That leaves us at a effective playtime of about 9s\/(7s+4s+4s) = 60% (during a match!), which is really bad. If you pay attention
you really feel that you are waiting all the time, a total buzzkill. The same problem made my couch-gaming-group dislike
Towerfall.

Suggestions, I am not sure if some of those might help:

weapons
- smaller magazines (the three hearts feel like one hit kills)
- option: no weapon pickups
- remove pickups and restrict weapons to characters (each can choose one of 3 at selection)
- and special guns are only available as spawns (show spawn location 3s prior to spawn)

modes:
- respawn mechanic instead elimination rounds, but this is really hard to implement with this gameplay
- You could also make a anti-bullet-nova (like a blank in enter the gungeon) everytime a heart is lost
- make slashes kill bullets for about 0.15s, there is no real way of evading anything without cover

- also, let people rotate their gun during the initial timer of a round, this helps to fasten the identification time

I will NOT return this game however, i like it anyway and want to see how it turns out. The objective is to get the red ball to
touch the star to move onto the next level. You can earn an additonal star for completing all challenges (creative play). Two of
the three additional objectives are fine, but getting the "awesome" solution is just a waste. You can just lie to the game. All you
have to do is take a successful solution and flag it as awesome. Also to earn these extra objectives, I can't draw under the ball. I
did it anyways and the game grants me the extra objectives anyways.

Another problem is that the game wants you to create a separate account for user-generated levels. At the time of the game's
release, the Steam Workshop wasn't available yet, but that was released in 2012. Shocked the author didn't update the Steam
version of this game. Luckily, you can skip this.

Getting the physics to work is frustrating. I just ended up scribbling or drawing the same shape in vain a lot just to get a
different result. Also sometimes drawn objects go through objects in the level, such as levers, when clearly I am supposed to
drop my drawn object onto it!

I see the creativity in the game, but the execution is off. Get something else physics based.. Kanji the training game has a lot of
flaws.
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